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NEW DELHI: The NSG has conceded that
donations from the Royal Western India Turf Club
(RWITC) were indeed distributed only among four
commandos while seven others were ignored,
lending credence to former commando Surender
Singh's allegations that he had got a raw deal.
Using a platform provided by anti-graft crusader
Arvind Kejriwal on Thursday, Singh had alleged that
donations to the tune of Rs 2.5 lakh each in the
name of all the 11 NSG commandos injured in the
26/11 attacks were received by the force but were
given to only four commandos and the others were
ignored.
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"A cheque of Rs.2.5 lakh each was disbursed by Royal Western India Turf Club in the name of
only four Army personnel namely: Capt A K Singh, N K Manish Kumar, Commando Sunil
Kumar Jodha and Commando Sunil Kumar Yadav," NSG said in a written reply. The force,
however, didn't cite any reason for the selective distribution of the cash and stood its ground
on the other allegations leveled by Singh, including being discriminated against.
Sources in NSG said that post-26/11 a lot of donations came and the force started distributing
the sum among its personnel. During the process, however, it was pointed out that NSG must
take an opinion of the home department as serving personnel were barred from accepting
private donations under conduct rules.
"So when the home ministry gave a reply in the negative, the distribution was stopped and rest
of the sum was returned to the donor. But we couldn't have asked the beneficiaries to return
the money," said a senior NSG officer.
NSG has also rebutted other allegations including premature repatriation of personnel because
they raised a voice for their rights saying only one out of the 11 injured personnel was
repatriated prematurely and that too on administrative grounds. "...In the case of Cdo
Surender Singh, even though his normal tenure of three years was completed in May, 2010, he
was granted extension on medical grounds till October 15, 2011," the NSG said.
With respect to allegations about Rohan Motors having given cheques of Rs 2 lakh each to 11
injured commandoes, NSG has said it received 15 cheques amounting to Rs 22 lakh from Deep
Kapuria, Chairman & Managing Director of Hi-tech Gears Ltd Gurgaon, but they were returned
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because of the home ministry's disapproval.
On allegations of money having been spent on one Hemraj, who is not part of the NSG, the
force has said there is no person by that name and the money has been spent on the treatment
of Khemraj Singh.
All other cheques, including the one from cricketer M S Dhoni, were deposited in the NSG
Welfare Fund.
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